TOWN COUNCIL
Committee to Assess Homelessness
in the Town of Barnstable
367 Main Street, Hyannis, MA

2nd

Selectmen’s Conference Room
floor, Selectmen’s Conference Room
January 15, 2019
6:00pm

MEETING MINUTES
I. BUSINESS
A. Roll Call:
Members present: Chair of Committee Councilor Jennifer Cullum;
Member at Large, Deb Krau; Councilor Britt Beedenbender; President of the Town Council; James H.
Crocker Jr.; Representative Will Crocker 2nd District; Mark S. Ells, Town Manager, Ruth Weil, Town
Attorney; LT Jeannie Challies, Barnstable Police, SGT Jennifer Ellis, Barnstable Police; Absent: Vice
President of the Council, John G. Flores; Councilor Debra Dagwan
Chair of the Committee called the meeting to order at 6:05pm. Chair of the Committee asked
Representative Crocker give the Committee and update on the Dover Amendment.
Rep Crocker updated the Committee on where it is in the State House. Refiling of the Dover
Amendment, hold off for the time being because there is a Committee doing research medically assisted
treatment that may be able to add some information that the Town may or may not want to file, so
holding off until the results of that Committee comes out may benefit the Town; Chairman Garlick
offered to set up a meeting with some of the other community leaders around the Commonwealth , and
he has reached out to talk to the Representatives of Springfield and Methuen as they have the same
issues as we have here and he has spoken to them about how they are handling there situation as well
and possible legislation that they were crafting that also did not work, we were notified by the
Committee Chair at the State House that this bill would never come out of Committee as drafted today
because they felt there was going to be push back by the ADA (American Disabilities Act), so he did not
know if there is consideration for language on how to get around that or not, however it is his suggestion
that the Town hold off for now until the Committee on Medically Assisted Treatment has had a chance
to put together their findings and recommendations, Representative Crocker will file anything that the
Town wants him to file, however it is urged that we wait to do anything or file anything. Councilor
Cullum asked about a timeline and when Representative Crocker thought that the Committee would
have any information or findings, it is believed to be sometime in April. Councilor Cullum asked about
when he may be able to meet with other Representatives from the pother Districts on this;
Representative Crocker stated he has not set up anything yet because it is a crazy time when over 6, 000
to 7, 000 bills are being rushed to the floor to get them all in before the deadline occurs, so it is a very
busy time right now, but as soon as the filing date is over the meetings will be scheduled.
Councilor Cullum asked about the Communities that he was going to ask about, they are the
following: Fall River, Springfield, and Methuen. Deb Krau mentioned the fact that all the things that
may be at a reach for the areas you mentioned for funding and such does not often apply to Barnstable
because of they way we are looked at, Hyannis certainly has all the problem of an inner city, but when it
comes to funding to help, we do not qualify, and Hyannis suffers once again. Councilor Cullum asked if
there was an intention to craft something that pertains to only Hyannis, but that is not a possibility that
Ms. Krau is aware of. When the Chase Street group talked to the Fall River Mayor, they were looking to

attach something to the Fire Districts, but they had no zoning. The Challenge is what we can do for
Hyannis that will work for Hyannis, because whatever is crafted will work for those areas because they
qualify as a whole, Barnstable never does because of the income per capita. Attorney Ruth Weil wanted
to clarify some information regarding the legislation the Town crafted just talked about nonprofit
organizations, the Town of Barnstable narrowed it and did not include people with disabilities in the
legislation. The Town of Barnstable was dealing with the nonprofit educational services, so Attorney
Weil was asking if the Legislators are aware of that, and if not we could clarify it for them.
The members of the Committee addressed the next Item on the Agenda which is the definition of
Group Homes. The members of the Committee had posed a question to Attorney Kevin Batt (retained by
the Town) to look at the definition of “Group Homes” Attorney Batt joined the Committee via phone
(due to weather conditions in Boston) Chair of the Committee asked Attorney Batt to answer some of the
questions that were sent to him. Attorney Batt explained the Rental registration process requires the
owner to register his/her house with the Town and what it is they are renting out a room or the entire
house. This rental registration Ordinance does not seem to apply to the Homeless not Hopeless because
they do not charge a rent or collect rent from the individuals that stay there according to the lawyers that
represent them. Could it be possibly to broaden the Ordinance to include payment of incidentals, it is a
possibility, but right now as it stands it does not cover those types of homes. There may be a way to craft
an Ordinance to include these types of homes, but that will have to be looked into. Attorney Batt stated
he would be willing to look into it with Attorney Weil if it was the Committees response. Deb Krau
questioned the no rent stated by the lawyers of these homes, there are clients that pay $450.00 a month to
be in some of the Homeless not Hopeless Homes, she believes that is what the client receives for a
housing allowance, there is also a problem with them being allowed to use their food stamps to pay for
utilities in some of these homes as well, so if there are 20 people living in these Homeless not hopeless
homes at $450.00 a month being charged to them and calling it a community fee those homes are
collecting $9,000 in community fees a month, and then are allowed to use their food stamp monies for
utilities, you can call it what you want, but they are paying rent and utilities in those homes. Town
Manager Mark Ells asked if there was a definition of rent identified. Attorney Weil stated she had not
looked into that. Attorney batt stated there is not a specific definition for rent. Ms. Krau stated that she
knows that you can’t stay in any of these homes unless you are on a subsidy from the State which is
housing and food stamps. Councilor Cullum stated that maybe the way around this is to change the
Ordinance.
Mark Ells, Town Manager asked on the subsidy side is there a review on how funds are
distributed by the State, if we went to the State and asked about how the client used the funds to find out
how the funds were spent, Attorney Batt stated that would be a challenge because of privacy. Town
Manager Ells stated that he is aware of the Social Security change on how funds are distributed and
accounted for; it is no longer required by anyone receiving Social Security to report on how those funds
are spent. Attorney Batt said that if there were any clients willing to state they pay for certain things in
the house and they are aware it is for rent and incidentals then you could craft a letter and send it stating
the obvious. President Crocker offer an alternative to see if there is a way to look at the single family
zoning in our neighborhoods to say that single family is living there, we have these group homes in
residential areas that say that no one individual is paying rent and we force then to declare they are not
collecting rent and make them declare they are running a business in a residential zone. Attorney Batt
stated they said that the homes are running an educational facility in a residential zone, which makes
them fall under the Dover Amendment, then a whole set of other regulations come into play which
allows them to operate this way. President Crocker stated so there is no way to disqualify them from
being in a residential zone, State law would make it very difficult for the Town to win that case. Can we
constrain them in the licensing process so that they are monitored either once or twice a year. Attorney
Batt stated no. President Crocker asked is there any way to hold them accountable for what they deliver
as a service when they come in for permitting. Attorney Batt said that if the home violated any of the
original permitting process with parking or vehicle registration then yes you would have the ability at
that point to issue fines regarding the violations. Attorney Weil stated that the Building Commissioner

would issue a cease and desist order. Mark Ells, Town Manager clarified the process regarding site plan
review; anything we do has to be uniformly applied as it applies to all and not any given area. Attorney
Batt stated it applies to all with similar uses. Town Manager Ells asked if we believe the monies
collected are rent even though they are not calling it rent, if the Town requires anything that pays
anything to the household be required to register; what is the risk for the Town. Attorney Batt stated he
does not see the rental registration ordinance being very burdensome, so to come into compliance with
the rental registration is to register the residence and require periodic inspections. Attorney Batt said it
would apply to all group homes, not just Homeless not Hopeless.
Chair of the Committee mentioned now is the time to get everyone on board with the rental
registration process with Air B n B being required to register, it seems that any home being rented or
collecting monies be required to register. ( see document below on definition of group homes)

Chair of Committee asked that the Committee look at drafting an Amendment to the Rental Registration
Process and also if Attorney Batt looking into the taxation portion of this as well. The Committee
thanked Attorney Batt and look forward to the answers to the taxation portion.
ADJOURN: 7:00pm
NEXT MEETING: March 19, 2019 at 6pm Selectmen’s Conference Room

